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Abstract - When driving constant voltage loads that call for the
stabilization of the output current, rather than output voltage,
the use of topologies that have an output current sourcing
behavior could be advantageous. This study proposes and
analyses a one-stage, zero current switched, high voltage gain
current sourcing converter to drive such a load. The topology is
based on the parallel resonant converter, but includes blocking
diodes at the input bridge to assist the soft switching operation.
The results of the theoretical analysis were used to develop
large and small signal behavior models.
The behavior of the proposed converter was tested
experimentally on a 1.3kW prototype, which was fed from a
low voltage source in the range of 20V to 32V. The circuit was
controlled by dsPIC30F2020 (Microchip, USA).
Good agreement was found between the theoretical
predications and the experimental results.
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II. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED TOPOLOGY
The traditional parallel resonant converter [10-13], with a
parallel capacitor located at the secondary side of the isolating
transformer and a voltage doubler at the output, is depicted in Fig.
1. Output power is controlled by varying the switching frequency.
In the conventional operation of this converter, the turn-off of
transistors occurs at non-zero current. In high input current
applications, this non-zero current turn-off, poses a severe problem
due to the switching losses and the injection of the high current
back to the bus. This could be circumvented by operating at the
matching switching frequency that will reduce the inductor current
at turn-off to zero. However, this is possible only for one power
point, while for other power levels non-zero current switching will
still persist.

I. INTRODUCTION
The use of topologies that have an output current sourcing
behavior can be advantageous when driving loads that have a
constant voltage or “voltage source”-like characteristic. These
loads include high and low pressure discharge lamps, the power
line (in grid connected inverters), batteries (in electronic chargers)
and magnetrons and require the stabilization of the output current
rather than the output voltage. For example, if a converter is loaded
by magnetron, as considered in this study, its output voltage will be
determined by the load (magnetron), while the output current needs
to be regulated by the converter.
It has been shown that converters with triangular shaped
inductor currents can be considered to have a current sourcing
behavior when operating under ZVS [1-3]. However, ZVS has a
number of drawbacks in high power, low input voltage (and hence
very high primary current) applications. In such cases, the current
fed back to the bus at the commutation instance will cause
considerable ringing due to the parasitics, the increasing EMI
emission and the power loss. Another drawback is the fact that
these converters are turned off under extremely high currents,
which again increases the EMI emission and power loss. Other
approaches based on series resonant converters [4-9] also have a
number of deficiencies in the application domain considered here.
One major deficiency is the fact that they require a series resonant
capacitor that needs to carry the large primary current.
Consequently, these capacitors need to have extremely low ESR
values which are just beyond the specifications of present day,
commercially available capacitors. Furthermore, true soft
switching in series resonant converters is normally achieved at the
expense of high peak and rms currents [7].
Considering the above, this study explored the possibility of
applying a parallel resonant converter that does not require a series
capacitor, has a current sourcing output characteristic and runs
under ZCS conditions.
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Fig. 1. Parallel resonant converter with output voltage doubler.
To preserve zero current switching at turn-off while still
enabling output power control, it is proposed to introduce two
series diodes as shown in Fig. 2 [14]. These would allow the
inductor current to drop to zero while blocking the discharge
current of the resonant capacitor, Cr. A detailed analysis of
operational modes of this converter is given in [14]. For the sake of
brevity, only the basic essentials will be repeated here.

Fig. 2. Proposed topology with input diodes.
The key waveforms of this topology are sketched in Fig. 3. It is
assumed that the forward voltage drop of the diodes D1 and D2 is
much lower than the input voltage.
For this topology, four operational stages can be identified
(Fig. 3):
a: time period t0-t1 (resonant phase).
Q2, Q4 and D1 are turned on under ZCS conditions (at t0) and
the voltage across capacitor Cr charges from -Vout/2 to Vout/2 by the
sinusoidal-shaped inductor current due to the resonance of Lr and
Cr. The inductor current and the capacitor voltage during this time
interval are given as follows:
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The t0-t1 time interval ends when the voltage across the
capacitor reaches half of the output voltage (in the voltage doubler
configuration). At this point in time, the relevant output diode
starts to conduct (diode D3 in Fig. 3), clamping the voltage across
the capacitor Cr to Vout/2. The duration of this interval (t1-t0=t1) and
the normalized inductor current at its end, I*t1, are given as follows:
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where I t*1  I t1 / Vin / Z R  is the normalized inductor current at
the end of the resonant phase and Z R  Lr /(n Cr ) represents the
characteristic impedance of the resonant network.
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Fig. 3. Key waveforms of the proposed converter.
b. time interval t1-t2:
During this time interval, the voltage across the capacitor is
clamped to Vout/2, output diode D3 conducts and current is
delivered to the load (ID3 in Fig. 3). Since the inductor is now
clamped to constant voltages (Vin and Vout/2n), its current drops
linearly. During this time interval, IL can be expressed as follows:
i *L t   2 k  r k  1t  t1  , where  r  1 / Lr  n 2 C r (5)

After the inductor current drops to zero, transistor Q4 can be
turned off at zero current. If some residual current, Ilead, is allowed
(point "B", Fig. 3), it will maintain zero voltage switching at turnon of transistor Q1.
The duration of this time interval is given by (6) (Ilead assumed
to be negligibly small):
2
k
t 2  t1 
(6)
r k  1
c. time interval t2-t3:
During this time interval the residual current of the inductor, if
allowed, flows via D1 and Q2 and recharges the body capacitors of
Q1 and Q4 (not shown in Fig. 3). Assuming that enough energy is
stored in the inductor at the beginning of this time interval
(depending on Ilead), the voltage across the transistor Q1 will drop
to zero and its body diode will conduct, so that it can be turned on

under zero current and zero voltage at the next switching half
cycle.
d. time interval t3-t4:
Transistor Q2 is turned off under zero current. The inductor
current is zero during this time interval. At nominal (maximum)
power level this time interval will be negligibly short.
Based on the fact that the current is outputted to the load only
during t1-t2 and assuming that Ilead is negligibly small, the
normalized average load current was found to be:
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operating frequency.
The output power delivered to the load is:
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The incremental output impedance of the converter, Ro, was
found by taking the derivative of Iav out with respect to Vout:
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Fig. 4 shows the load characteristic of the magnetron
considered in this study and the output characteristic of the
proposed converter, which is plotted according to (7) and verified
by cycle-by-cycle simulations (the simulations were performed on
a power electronics simulator PSIM, version 7.1; Powersim, USA).
It follows from the load characteristics of the magnetron that for a
current range of 20mA to 350mA the voltage across it varies by
only 13%. This implies that the magnetron can be modeled as a
voltage source of about 3.9kV with a relatively small internal
resistance of about 1.5kOhm. If the magnetron was driven by a
converter with a small output resistance (which is typical of a
voltage source), a small change in the magnetron's voltage would
have caused a runaway of the output current so that a dedicated
current control loop would have to be applied. On the other hand, if
the magnetron is driven by the proposed converter a considerable
change in the output voltage will only result in a minor change in
the output current. This follows from inspection of the output
characteristic of the proposed converter (line (2) on Fig. 4) - a
voltage drop of about 400V (from a nominal value, 4.3kV, to a
minimum operating voltage of the magnetron, 3.9kV), which
covers almost the whole operational range of the magnetron,
results in about 25mA variation in the output current (less than
10% of the nominal value). The low sensitivity of the output
current in the proposed converter can be explained by its relatively
high output impedance, as is normally expected in current sourcing
applications. The corollary of this current sourcing behavior is that,
theoretically, no current control feedback loop is necessary when
driving a load with low internal resistance, like a magnetron.

Fig. 4. Load characteristic of magnetron (1) and typical output
characteristic of proposed resonant converter (2): solid line –
calculated according to (7); dots – cycle-by-cycle simulation
results.
IV. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF THE PARALLEL RESONANT
CONVERTER WITH SERIES DIODES

Since the average value of the inductor current is zero, the
behavioral model will be developed with respect to the rectified
inductor current. The basic form of this model is shown in Fig. 5
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(the horizontal line above the symbols denotes the value, averaged
over the switching cycle).
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In this model, the inductor, Lr , is fed by two behavioral
voltage sources. The magnitude of the left source is equal to the
average voltage across the inductor during the resonance phase t0–
t1 (Fig. 3), whereas the dependent source on the right of the
inductor represents the average voltage across the inductor during
the time interval t1–t2. The current to the output side of the
converter (voltage doubler and the load) is set by the behavioral
current source, I out . The output capacitor, Cout/2, represents the
capacitance of the voltage doubler capacitors and RL is the load.
During the time interval t0–t1 the voltage applied to the
inductor is the difference between the input voltage and the
resonant capacitor voltage reflected to the primary (Vrefl, see Fig.
2). Thus, the net voltage across the inductor during this time
interval is:
v (t )
(10)
v L (t ) t0 t1  Vin  Cr
n
Considering (2), the average value of this voltage is:
t1
4 Fop VinVout
VL t0 t1  2 Fop  v L (t ) t0 t1 dt 
wr
2n
0

(11)

where Fop is the switching frequency.
Eq. (11) determines the magnitude of the behavioral voltage
source applied to the left side of the inductor in Fig. 5.
During the time interval t1–t2, the voltage across the resonant
capacitor is clamped to Vout/2 and consequently the net voltage
across the inductor is:
V
(12)
v L (t ) t1 t2  out  Vin
2n
The average value of this voltage is:
t2
V

VL t1 t2  2 Fop  v L (t ) t1 t2 dt  2 Fop  out  Vin t2  t1 
 2n

t1

(13)

Since the current is delivered to the load only during the time
interval t1–t2, the average value of the inductor current in this time
interval must be equal to the average output current reflected to the
primary side of the transformer, that is:
(14)
I L t1  t 2  I out  2n
where I out is the average load current. The factor 2 is the
current transfer ratio of the output voltage doubler.
The current in the inductor during t1–t2 is triangular and hence
one can write:
t1  t 2
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Applying (17) to (13) and rearranging yields the expression for
the right voltage source of Fig. 5:

Fig. 5. Basic form of the behavioral model of proposed converter.
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Substituting (16) into (15), equating to (14) and solving for t2–
t1 yields:

(15)

Considering the fact that the voltage applied to the inductor
V
during this time interval is out  Vin , the peak current, I L pk t1 t2 ,
2n
is:
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The magnitude of the output current source can be found by
applying the relationship between the average inductor and output
currents. During the time interval t0–t1 the inductor current
recharges the resonant capacitor, whereas during t1–t2 it is
delivered to the load. Consequently, the average inductor current
can be represented as a sum of the average capacitor and output
currents reflected to the primary side of the transformer:
I L  I Cr  n  I out  2n
(19)
where I Cr is the average current of the resonant capacitor.
Every half switching cycle the resonant capacitor is recharged
from (Vout/2) to (-Vout/2), so the charge transferred to it is
QCr  Vout Cr . Consequently, the average capacitor current is
I Cr  2 Fop QCr  2 FopVout C r

(20)

Substituting this into (19) yields an expression for the
dependent current source of Fig. 5:
I
(21)
I out  L  C r FopVout
2n
Fig. 6 presents the behavioral average model of the converter
after applying (11), (18) and (21) for the dependent sources.
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Fig. 6. Behavioral model of converter.
The behavioral model of Fig. 6 was further used to obtain the
small signal responses of the proposed converter. Since the
bandwidth of control loops in practical applications is bounded by
a few kilohertz, small signal excitation frequencies above a few
kilohertz are beyond the scope of interest for small signal analysis.
On the other hand, the main inductor, Lr , will be typically driven
by relatively high switching frequencies of, say, several dozens of
kilohertz or even higher. The inductor impedance, which is
proportional to this switching frequency, will be fairly high as well.
Therefore, a (relatively) slow small signal disturbance or excitation
will have very little effect on the inductor impedance. Putting this
in other words, the change in inductor impedance due to a small
signal excitation (the impedance variation) will be negligibly small
as compared to its quiescent value. Consequently, while deriving
the small signal model of the converter, the inductor of Fig. 6 can
be shorted, reducing the average model to a first order model.
a) Small signal output voltage response to a modulating
frequency, derived by applying the first order average
model.
In practical applications it is usually desirable to maintain
constant voltage at the output. One possible way to achieve this in
the proposed converter is to control the switching frequency. That
is, the control transfer function required for the design of the
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compensation network is the response of the output voltage to a
modulation of fop in the switching frequency. To find the
dependence of the output voltage changes, vout , on a small signal
variation of the switching frequency, fop, the behavioral model was
first linearized by taking a derivative of the dependent sources of
Fig. 6 with respect to fop. The resulting small signal model (the
inductor is shorted) is presented in Fig. 7.
The relationship between iout and vout was found from the
output side subcircuit of Fig. 7:
v 
C 
(22)
iout  out 1  s out 
RL 
2 
By equating v1 and v2 (Fig. 7) and applying (22), the output
voltage to switching frequency transfer function is found to be:
vout I out
1
(23)
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f
f op
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where Req  RL 1 2n / Gain  , Ceq  Cout / 2 is the equivalent
output capacitance and Gain  Vout / Vin is the voltage gain of the
converter.
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c) Behavioral model verification
The behavioral model of Fig. 6 was verified by cycle-by-cycle
simulations (PSIM, version 7.1; Powersim, USA).
The frequency response of the output voltage to the frequency
excitation was obtained by running the cycle-by-cycle simulation
model in the time domain for different excitation frequencies. For
every excitation frequency, the output voltage signal at the same
frequency was measured and compared to that of the excitation
source. The results, shown in Fig. 9, were plotted for an input
voltage of 24V, switching frequency of 50kHz and a transformer
ratio of 48. Fig. 9 shows the excellent agreement between the
output voltage–to–switching frequency responses obtained from
the cycle-by-cycle simulation model (solid lines in Fig. 9) and from
the behavioral model of Fig. 6 (dashed lines). The disagreement in
phase observed at high frequencies can be explained by the error
found in the cycle-by-cycle simulation when the excitation
frequency approaches half the switching frequency.

RL
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Fop Vout  2nVin I out

 Vout  2nVin I out f op  I out Fop vout

  Fop Vout  2nVin iout




switching frequency. To find this transfer function, the dependent
sources of Fig. 6 were linearized again, assuming that the
disturbance is in the switching frequency. Both, the input and the
output voltages were assumed to be constant. The small signal
output current to frequency transfer function was found to be:
iout
I
(24)
 out
f op Fop






Fig. 7. Linearized average small signal model of the converter for
small signal excitation in Fop, (fop).
Eq. (23) implies that the output voltage response to the
switching frequency small signal variations is of the first order, so
it can be easily compensated for by a simple compensation
network. It also follows that for some specific design, the product
of the pole frequency of (23) and its “zero” frequency magnitude is
I
1
constant and equals out
. The transfer function of (23) has a
C eq 2Fop
I out
1
and hence
Req and a pole at
2Ceq Req
Fop
the small signal model of Fig. 7 can be further reduced to the
following equivalent circuitry:
vout

Fig. 9. Output voltage–to–switching frequency transfer function.
Solid lines: cycle-by-cycle simulation results.
Dashed lines: calculated from the behavioral model of Fig. 7.
The same simulation model was used to obtain the outputcurrent to switching-frequency transfer function. The simulation
results were compared to those obtained from the behavioral model
(Fig. 10).

low frequency gain of

I out
Fop

iout

C eq

Req

Fig. 8. Circuit representation of (23)
b) Small signal output current response to a modulating
frequency
In applications with a load having “voltage source” like
characteristics (e. g. magnetron), the control transfer function
required for the design of the compensation network would be the
response of the output current to a modulation of fop in the

Fig. 10. Output-voltage to switching- frequency transfer function.
Solid lines: cycle-by-cycle simulation results.
Dashed lines: calculated from the behavioral model.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The behavior of the proposed converter was tested
experimentally on a 1.3 kW prototype that was built according to
the topology shown in Fig. 2. The transformer ratio, n, was set to
48. The primary winding of the transformer had four turns. The
leakage of the transformer T1, used as a main inductor, Lr, was
about 0.8 H. The resonant capacitor, Cr , was chosen to be 2.2 nF
and the output capacitors, Cout1 and Cout2 , were 0.5 F each. The
input voltage range was from 22 V up to 32 V and the switching
frequency varied from about 30 kHz at the maximum input voltage
up to about 55 kHz when the input voltage was lowest. The input
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bridge consisted of IRFP4368 (International Rectifiers, USA)
MOSFETs with typical Rdson of 1.46 m@250C. The input
diodes, D1 and D2, were DSS 2x160-01A (IXYS, USA) each (2
Schottky diodes that were connected in parallel). The output
diodes, D3 and D4, were HVUFS7500 (HV Components/CKE,
USA). The circuit was governed by a dsPIC30F2020 (Microchip,
USA). The experiments were carried out for two different load
types (resistor and magnetron) with and without output current
regulation. When the regulation was applied, the output current
was controlled by varying the switching frequency. The
experimental circuit was fed from a low input voltage source in the
range of 20V to 32V, while maintaining a high voltage (about
4.3kV) at the output. The output current was set to about 300mA.
Fig. 11 shows typical experimental results with a magnetron at
nominal output power. The input voltage was 23V and the output
voltage was about 4.3kV. In this experiment, the magnetron was
attached to a waveguide that was terminated by a dummy load. The
microwave power was measured by means of a diode detector
423B (Agilent, USA). The electrical efficiency at nominal output
power (1.3kW), measured at different operating points, varied from
85% at a low input voltage (22V) up to 88% at Vin=28V.

Fig. 11. Typical experimental results; loaded by magnetron.
Upper trace: Inductor current 200A/div; Second trace from top:
VMR (Fig. 2) 50V/div; Third trace from top: Transformer primary
voltage 100V/div; Lower trace: Microwave power 880W/div;
Horizontal scale: 10us/div.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a one stage, high voltage gain, current
sourcing converter topology that was implemented within the
design of a battery operated (24V) 1.3kW magnetron driver. The
converter does not require a series capacitor which makes it
possible to operate at high input currents (100Arms and above).
The analytical results of this study were used to develop large
and small signal behavioral models and were verified by
simulations and experimental results. All are in good agreement
with the theoretical predictions.
The major advantages of the proposed topology and mode of
operation are soft switching and output current sourcing. All the
switches and input diodes are operated at ZCS at turn-on and turnoff, while the output diodes (high voltage low current) are turned
on under ZVS and turned off under ZCS. The ZCS operation at the
primary and the smooth, sinusoidal-like current are extremely
beneficial in high primary current cases since they reduce the
ringing due to the parasitic inductances of the power elements and
the wiring. The inherent current sourcing at the output of the
proposed converter eases the current control task by reducing the
sensitivity of the output current to source and load voltage
variations. This reduced sensitivity of the output current can be
explained by the relatively high output incremental resistance (eq.
(9)). For example, in the proposed converter the open loop
incremental output resistance is in the range of several kilo ohms.
In the conventional (e.g. PWM) converter the open loop output
resistance will be determined by the parasitic resistances of the

inductor and the wirings and, consequently, will be in the order of
several ohms or even less. This high output resistance attribute is
especially important in the present magnetron driver application,
considering the low incremental resistance of the magnetron. The
high output impedance is a direct consequence of the fact that the
proposed converter exhibits a current sourcing behavior at the
output.
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